The Enwork Proxi electric height-adjustable table base provides ANSI/BIFMA extended range adjustability at a startup price point. With a variety of top shapes and finish options, you can customize your workstations without compromising ergonomics.
**PROXI ELECTRIC BASE**

**Base Details**

- Electric adjustable 2-stage (3-tube) configuration.
- ANSI/BIFMA extended range adjustment of 21.7 to 47.7”H (excluding worksurface).
- Includes dual best in class electric motor for each leg, with standby energy of 0.11 watts.
- Adjusts up to 1.4” per second.
- Load capacity (incremental of worksurface) is 264 lbs for 2-leg tables and 331 lbs for 3-leg tables.
- Optional caster kits available (adds 1.5” to height range).
- Arctic White, Silver, or Black paint options.
- Standard in C-Leg configuration. T-Leg conversion kit available.
- Comprehensive 7-Year Warranty.
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2-Leg Extended Range

- **Depths**: 24”, 30”
- **Widths**: 48” to 72” (adjustable crossbar)
  - 84” to 96” (w/ additional crossbar kit)
- **Range**: 22.6” to 48.7”
- **Colors**: Arctic White, Silver, Black
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3-Leg Extended Range

- **Depths**: 24”, 30”
- **Widths**: 60” to 78” (adjustable crossbar)
- **Range**: 22.6” to 48.7”
- **Colors**: Arctic White, Silver, Black

**2-Leg Top shape options:**

- Rectangle
- Rounded Rectangle
- Trapezoid
- Modified Pentagon
- Organic Rectangle with Taper Edge

**3-Leg Top shape options:**

- 90-Degree
- 120-Degree w/ additional bracket
  - Supports any angle from 90 to 180-degrees with additional bracket.

Programmable Controller (standard)

For Complete Table Solution See Proxi Plus
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